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Ohio cop admits trading racy texts with
teen, 17, and setting up fake substation as
sex lair  
Darrell Beavers, 45, confessed Monday to swapping nude photos and trying to lure a
victim he was supposed to be mentoring.
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A veteran Ohio cop who traded racy texts with a teen and set up a fake
substation to use as a seedy sex lair is facing up to 30 months in prison.

Darrell Beavers, 45, confessed on Monday to two felonies in connection with his
inappropriate relationship with a 17-year-old girl he was supposed to be
mentoring.

The Cincinnati officer admitted to tampering with evidence — by destroying the
cell phone containing nude photos of the girl — and illegal use of a minor in
sexually oriented material.

WLWT5 reports that Beavers was accused of receiving nude images of a
teenage Cincinnati Police Explorer.

Prosecutor Joe Deters said the parents of his 17-year-old victim contacted cops
after getting worried about the pair's relationship.

Beavers was also accused of securing a Bushnell St. apartment, which he
reportedly turned into a fake Cincinnati police substation.
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ABC 9
Darrell Beavers was forced to resign for the Cincinnati police force when he was indicited on charges
that he victimized a 17-year-old.
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When cops raided the East Price Hill property, they found a bed, food, personal
lubricant, videos and a night vision camera that belonged to the police
department.

Beavers, who has been forced to resign from the force, faces up to 30 months in
prison and a $7,500 fine, the station reports.
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ABC 9
Darrell Beavers pleaded guilty to felony charges after he set up a fake police substation in East Price
Hill, complete with a bed and personal lubricant.
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